SAFE
INDUSTRY
LEADING
INNOVATORS

A BETTER PLAN TO DEFEND YOUR PROPERTY
GunVault® products are engineered to fit any
situation. No matter where your time is spent,
there’s a GunVault® to protect the things that
matter. Create a custom plan for your lifestyle,
and make sure your valuables are always secure.
Security tips are provided throughout the catalog,
so you can add some extra
insight to your plan.

At GunVault®, we work every day
to ensure your gun stays right where
it needs to be—out of the hands
of unauthorized users, and within
range when danger demands it.
As the industry’s leading innovator
since 1990, we deliver a full line of
quick-access safes that have been
tried, tested and proven to keep
firearms and valuables secure. When
there’s a lot on the line, you can trust
in GunVault®.

GunVault® safes are truly premium security products
that set the standard for the rest of the industry.
GunVault® provides a wide range of gun safes
including pistol safes, home safes and car
safes. Choose the digital or Bio safe when you
need quick-access storage for your handgun
or when you want security for your valuables.
With all of our products, GunVault® is committed
to keeping your firearms
and personal valuables
secure.

[ CELEBRATING OUR
25 ANNIVERSARY ]
TH

For the last 25 years, GunVault® has
been the industry leader and innovator
in developing quick access gun safes and
other security solutions for firearms and
personal valuables. GunVault® provides
the latest design and technology in
the industry with unique and patented
features that set us apart from the
competition.
With all of our products, GunVault®
is committed to keeping your firearms
and personal valuables secure, which
is why we stand by our motto, “SAFE,
QUICK, STRONG, SMART .”
TM
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TacVault®
in closet for
quick access

DrawerVault®
out of sight
in TV console

SpeedVault®
mounted under
desk for quick access

MicroVault®
secures computer
data in briefcase

NanoVault®

MultiVault®

secures wallet and
phone while boating

in RV secures
valuables and cash for travel

NO RUST IN YOUR SAFE!!!
Most GunVault® models include Zerust®,
the ultimate solution to protect metal from
harmful rust and corrosion.

QUICK
THE RIGHT OPTION FOR ACCESS RIGHT NOW

GunVault® models offer four ways to access your
valuables, so you can choose an option that puts
your mind and your budget at ease. Our patented
No-Eyes® Keypad is included on most models,
allowing you to find the combination in the dark.
Most models come with a key, which can be used as
a backup. Traditional combination locks offer great
security, but they often require more time to open.

NO-EYES® KEYPAD
FOR DIGITAL AND
BIOMETRIC MODELS

Biometric locks can be an ideal solution for ensuring
total security while preserving quick access.
GunVault® carries a selection of biometric
firearm and personal valuables safes in a range of
sizes to meet your security needs. When it comes
to protecting your weapons and other valuables,
GunVault® has you covered.

Choosing a safe with quick access to
protect valuables or store a firearm is
one facet of prioritizing the safety of
you and your family, that’s why our
patented No-Eyes® Keypad and Bio
pad provide lightning-quick access,
even in the dark, opening your safe to
armed in 1 second.

[ NO-EYES® KEYPAD
FEATURES ]

Biometric Fingerprint
Technology

No-Eyes® Digital
Keypad Combination

Three-Number
Combination

Key-Only
Lock

• Audio and LED low-battery warning
• Built in computer blocks access after
repeated invalid entries on digital
models
• Mute function to disable the keypad
sound
• Tamper indicator alerts invalid entry
attempts! (on Deluxe models)

GUNVAULT® CATALOG> SYMBOLS AND DESCRIPTION

Biometric

Gauge

Access Codes

Key Lock

Fast Activation

Tamper Proof

Lock Mechanism

Block Access

Courtesy Light

Power Connection

Motion Detector

Security Cable

Combination Lock

Foam Interior

NOTE: *ALL PHOTOGRAPHS, DESCRIPTIONS AND OTHER INFORMATION IN THIS CATALOG ARE PURELY INDICATIVE. PRODUCTS MAY VARY FROM THOSE DEPICTED, AND GUNVAULT® RESERVES THE RIGHT TO MODIFY, CHANGE OR
DISCONTINUE PRODUCTS, PRICING OR FEATURES AT ANY TIME WITHOUT PRIOR NOTICE. SPECIFICATIONS ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE.
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STRONG
PROVEN PRY-RESISTANT CONSTRUCTION
NATURAL DISASTER
[ LOYAL CUSTOMERS ]
• “Upon exiting the storm shelter I
saw that the roof of my home was
gone. Our bedroom was destroyed
and my GunVault® was still resting
on the nightstand containing our
firearms and some valuables.
-Jeff H, Kokomo, IN

With heavy-gauge steel construction, precise fittings
and high-strength lock mechanisms, GunVault®
products exceed the California Department of
Justice regulatory standards for storing handguns—
the toughest in the industry. When you’re looking for
unmatched security, that’s a big stamp of approval. Our
patented locks put us above the rest.
GunVault® safes are constructed with heavy gauge
steel with tamper resistant doors. Many of
our safes also feature biometric

fingerprint recognition technology for added security.
Our safes aim to give you the confidence of the highest
quality features with the assurance that if something
happens to your safe, you will be covered. We know
that a quality safe is an investment that should last,
and we’re committed to helping you keep your
firearms and personal valuables
secure.

• “I am a NRA Firearms Instructor
and have suggested GunVault® to
students for years. This is a perfect
example as to why I will continue to
promote GunVault®.”
-Robert Brian H, Frankfort, KY

CALIFORNIA
DOJ APPROVED
The California Department of
Justice is the standard for all
other states when it comes to the
regulatory standards required
to store a handgun. GunVault’s
products exceed these standards
to give you peace of mind when
securing your handgun or other
possessions.
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We provide an exclusive 5 year warranty on our
safes to give you the peace of mind of the highest
quality gun safe to secure your most valuable

possessions. A well-built safe should never fail when
you need it most. This is why we cover the two most
common causes of safe damage—fire and burglary.

SMART

3-AND-REPEAT™
PROGRAMMING
GunVault® makes biometric setup
simple with 3-and-Repeat™
programming. Just follow the
three steps below, and repeat the
swipe (steps 2 and 3) until you
hear two beeps.

THE ULTIMATE IN BIOMETRIC TECHNOLOGY

1

PUSH

Push the “Learn” button

Learn
/Mute

2

GunVault® biometrics are backed by 20 years of experience
and innovation—the best in the industry. Patented
GunVault Bio® technology is driven by a high-performance
algorithm for unrivaled fingerprint matching accuracy. With
the ability to learn the unique characteristics of up to 120

fingerprints, this technology refines its precision with every
Learn
repeated scan, making it smarter over time. As a result,
/Mute
GunVault Bio® technology has remarkably low false
acceptance rates (FAR) and false rejection rates (FRR)—so
your valuables are only accessed by the people you trust.

GUNVAULT® ADVANTAGES vs OTHER SYSTEMS

• GV: No card to carry or bracelet to wear
Learn
Learn
• GV: Not susceptible to hacking
Delete
/Mute
/Mute

GunVault® Biometrics
• GV: Learns up to 120 fingerprints
• GV: Lower false acceptance rates (FAR)

VS

3

SWIPE

Swipe or scan your entire finger
tip over the scanner

Competitors Technologies
• RFID: Easily misplace your RFID reader
• RFID: Children can easily pick up RFID reader

Delete

VS

PLACE

Place your finger flat at the top
of the finger guide

Delete

Compared to other access systems, GunVault Bio® provides an unsurpassed level of security, reliability and convenience:

GunVault® Technologies

Delete

OR

Competitors Biometrics
• RFID: Learns only 1-10 fingerprints
• RFID: Higher false acceptance rates (FAR)
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IN THE HOME OR OFFICE

Loyal Customer
“This product
saved my life.
I believe any other
product out there
would have taken
me longer to access
my weapon.”
Peter J.

San Bernardino, CA
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SPEEDVAULT
SVB 500 BIOMETRIC

®

SV 500 STANDARD

Stores and recognizes up to
120 unique fingerprints with
GunVault Bio® Technology

DROP-DOWN DESIGN
QUICK-DRAW ACCESS

Over 12 million
user selectable
access codes

18-gauge
steel housing

Thanks to a revolutionary design
that fits handgun sizes up to a
full-frame pistol, the discreet
SpeedVault® keeps you armed for
action when every second counts.

Built in computer blocks
access after repeated invalid
keypad entries

Key lock
override

Door gives you
instant access

[ FEATURES ]
•
•
•
•
•
•

Up to 120 fingerprints on Bio version
Tamper-resistant door
Audio and LED low-battery warning
Fast activation drop-down drawer
Backup override key
18-gauge steel construction

SECURITY TIP

CONSISTENCY
If you have multiple GunVaults, be
consistent with how you open them. If
you use biometric access, do that for all
your GunVaults. If you prefer a digital
keypad, use one access code. This will
avoid confusion and provide faster
access when you need it.
Security tip brought to you by:

Model

Weight

External Dimensions
(H x W x D)*

Internal Dimensions
(H x W x D)*

Power Supply

Access

Backup
Override Key

California DOJ
Approved

Zerust®
Included

SPEEDVAULT®
SV 500

6.6 lbs

13" x 3 ½" x 6 ½"

8 ½" x 2 3⁄5 " x 5 ¾"

One 9V Battery

Digital

Yes

Yes

Yes

SVB 500

6.6 lbs

13" x 3 ½" x 6 ½"

8 ½" x 2 3⁄5 " x 5 ¾"

One 9V Battery

Biometric

Yes

Yes

Yes

GUNVAULT’S EXCLUSIVE 5 YEAR WARRANTY FOR FIRE & BURGLARY
We offer an exclusive 5 year warranty on our safes to give you the peace of mind of the
highest quality gun safe to secure your most valuable possessions.
*DIMENSIONS ARE FOR REFERENCE ONLY.
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Courtesy
light
Stores and recognizes up to
20 unique fingerprints with
GunVault Bio® Technology

GVB 2000

EXTRA SPACE FROM
TOP TO BOTTOM
Secure a gun, safeguard your jewelry or
keep your passport nearby. Whatever
you’re protecting, the interior shelf of
the MultiVault® offers a safe space for
all your small valuables.

Power connection jack for
external AC power supply

Tamper-proof
omni directional
spring-loaded door

MULTIVAULT

[ FEATURES ]
•
•
•
•
•
•

Up to 20 fingerprints on Bio version
Tamper-resistant, spring-loaded door
Audio and LED low-battery warning
16-gauge steel construction
Backup override key
Protective foam-lined interior

®

SECURITY TIP

ACCESS CODE PROTECTION

GV 2000D

Always change the digital keypad
combination so you aren’t using the
factory default. Pick a code that’s easy
for you to remember, but never use
numbers that reference your address
or your birth date, as they can easily
be guessed by someone that has your
personal information.
Security tip brought to you by:

Model

Weight

DELUXE models come equipped with a digital keypad plus upgraded features like an
interior courtesy light, motion detector with alarm and AC power connection.

External Dimensions
(H x W x D)*

GV 2000S

STANDARD models offer great value with practical features like a digital keypad
and a built-in computer that blocks access after repeated invalid entries.

Internal Dimensions
(H x W x D)*

Power Supply

Access

Backup
Override Key

California DOJ
Approved

Zerust®
Included

MULTIVAULT®
GV 2000S

14 lbs

8 1⁄8 " x 10 1⁄8 " x 14"

6" (tapered to 5") x 9" x 12 ¾"

One 9V Battery

Digital

Yes

Yes

Yes

GV 2000D

14 lbs

8 1⁄8 " x 10 1⁄3 " x 14"

6" (tapered to 5") x 9" x 12 ¾"

One 9V Battery / AC Adapter

Digital

Yes

Yes

Yes

GVB 2000

14 lbs

8 1⁄8 " x 10 1⁄3 " x 14"

6" (tapered to 5") x 9" x 12 ¾"

One 9V Battery / AC Adapter

Biometric

Yes

Yes

Yes

GUNVAULT’S EXCLUSIVE 5 YEAR WARRANTY FOR FIRE & BURGLARY
We offer an exclusive 5 year warranty on our safes to give you the peace of mind of the
highest quality gun safe to secure your most valuable possessions.
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*DIMENSIONS ARE FOR REFERENCE ONLY.

ARMED IN 1 SECOND

Loyal Customer
“ The lid operation is far superior
to other small safes that have a
front-end opening, requiring a
blind reach for the gun.”
Anthony B.

Rochester, NY
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Built in computer blocks
access after repeated invalid
keypad entries
Over 12 million user
selectable access codes

GV 1000D

THE ESSENTIALS YOU
NEED, RIGHT WHERE
YOU NEED THEM
Motion detector with alarm

With a compact design and endless
mounting options, the MiniVault® was
built for keeping your most important
valuables right where you need them.

16-gauge
steel housing

MINIVAULT

[ FEATURES ]
•
•
•
•
•
•

Up to 20 fingerprints on Bio version
Tamper-resistant, spring-loaded door
16-gauge steel construction
Audio and LED low-battery warning
Backup override key
Protective foam-lined interior

GVB 1000

SECURITY TIP

®

GV 1000S

REPEAT BIOMETRIC ENTRY
GunVaults Bios can store 10 to 120
fingerprints (depending on model), so
enter your print several times, shifting
and repositioning your finger slightly with
each entry. This will give you the ultimate
accuracy for quick access. Over time,
GunVault® will learn additional details of
your fingerprint every time you scan.

BIOMETRIC models offers optimum security for your handgun at an affordable
price. The product has a compact design and endless mounting options available.

Security tip brought to you by:

Model

Weight

STANDARD models offer great value with practical features like a digital keypad
and a built-in computer that blocks access after repeated invalid entries.

External Dimensions
(H x W x D)*

Internal Dimensions
(H x W x D)*

Power Supply

Access

Backup
Override Key

California DOJ
Approved

Zerust®
Included

MINIVAULT®
GV 1000S

9 lbs

5 1⁄4" x 8 1⁄8 " x 12"

3" (tapered to 2 1⁄4") x 7" x 11"

One 9V Battery

Digital

Yes

Yes

Yes

GV 1000D

9 lbs

5 1⁄4" x 8 1⁄8 " x 12"

3" (tapered to 2 1⁄4") x 7" x 11"

One 9V Battery / AC Adapter

Digital

Yes

Yes

Yes

GVB 1000

9 lbs

5 1⁄4" x 8 1⁄8 " x 12"

3" (tapered to 2 1⁄4") x 7" x 11"

One 9V Battery / AC Adapter

Biometric

Yes

Yes

Yes

GUNVAULT’S EXCLUSIVE 5 YEAR WARRANTY FOR FIRE & BURGLARY
We offer an exclusive 5 year warranty on our safes to give you the peace of mind of the
highest quality gun safe to secure your most valuable possessions.
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*DIMENSIONS ARE FOR REFERENCE ONLY.

DRAWERVAULT

®

BIG SECURITY,
SMALL ENOUGH FOR
MOST DRAWERS

Built in computer blocks
access after repeated
invalid keypad entries
The soft foam interior protects
your valuables from damage
and prevents rattling

Whether you sleep with a handgun
at your bedside or keep legal
documents in your home office,
the DrawerVault® discreetly stows
valuables away in almost any drawer.

GV 3000

[ FEATURES ]
Key lock
override

•
•
•
•
•
•

SECURITY TIP

Fast activation gives
you instant access

Stores and recognizes up to
120 unique fingerprints with
GunVault Bio® Technology

GVB 3000
18-gauge steel
housing

Model

Weight

Up to 120 fingerprints on Bio version
Audio and LED low-battery warning
Tamper-resistant door
Backup override key
18-gauge steel construction
Protective foam-lined interior

External Dimensions
(H x W x D)*

Key lock
override

DESIGNATED SAFE ROOM
Designate a room in your house for your
family to meet during emergencies,
and always keep a firearm in that room
within a quick-access, compact safe. Put
it in a place that’s readily accessible to
appropriate members of your family, but
not visible to others.
Security tip brought to you by:

Internal Dimensions
(H x W x D)*

Power Supply

Access

Backup
Override Key

California DOJ
Approved

Zerust®
Included

DRAWERVAULT®
GV 3000

8.1 lbs

4 1⁄3 " x 12" x 10"

3 ¼" x 11 ½" x 8"

One 9V Battery

Digital

Yes

Yes

Yes

GVB 3000

8.1 lbs

4 1⁄3 " x 12" x 10"

3 ¼" x 11 ½" x 8"

One 9V Battery

Biometric

Yes

Yes

Yes

GUNVAULT’S EXCLUSIVE 5 YEAR WARRANTY FOR FIRE & BURGLARY
We offer an exclusive 5 year warranty on our safes to give you the peace of mind of the
highest quality gun safe to secure your most valuable possessions.
*DIMENSIONS ARE FOR REFERENCE ONLY.
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ON THE GO

Loyal Customer
“GunVault® saved
me thousands of
dollars’ worth of
guns because
the intruder
was not able
to break into
my safe. My
GunVault® is
worth its weight in
gold.”
Jonathon S.

Independence, MO
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MICROVAULT XL
®

DESIGNED TO
MAKE A MOVE

Fast activation gives you
instant access to your gun

From the provided 1,500-lb test
steel security cable to the portable
design, the MicroVault® series
are engineered to make portable
security simple.

18-gauge
steel housing

The soft foam interior protects
your valuables from damage
and prevents rattling

MVB 1000

[ FEATURES ]
•
•
•
•
•
•

Key lock
override

Up to 120 fingerprints on Bio version
Tablet holder
High-strength lock mechanism
Backup override key
Protective foam-lined interior
18-gauge steel construction

Built in computer blocks
access after repeated invalid
keypad entries
Over 12 million of user
selectable access codes

MV 1000

1,500-lb test security cable (included)

Model

Weight

External Dimensions
(H x W x D)*

Internal Dimensions
(H x W x D)*

Power Supply

Access

Backup
Override Key

California DOJ
Approved

Zerust®
Included

MICROVAULT® XL
MV 1000

7.5 lbs

3 ½" x 12" x 10 ¼"

2 ½" x 11 5⁄8 " x 8 3⁄8 "

One 9V Battery

Digital

Yes

Yes

Yes

MVB 1000

7.5 lbs

3 ½" x 12" x 10 ¼"

2 ½" x 11 5⁄8 " x 8 3⁄8 "

One 9V Battery

Biometric

Yes

Yes

Yes

GUNVAULT’S EXCLUSIVE 5 YEAR WARRANTY FOR FIRE & BURGLARY
We offer an exclusive 5 year warranty on our safes to give you the peace of mind of the
highest quality gun safe to secure your most valuable possessions.
*DIMENSIONS ARE FOR REFERENCE ONLY.
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MICROVAULT
INCREDIBLE
RELIABILITY AND
PORTABILITY
Incredibly compact and
lightweight, this safe will fit inside
a briefcase or daypack and can be
quickly accessed with GunVault’s
Patented No-Eyes® Keypad.

®

20-gauge
steel housing
Stores and recognizes up to
120 unique fingerprints with
GunVault Bio® Technology

MVB 500

[ FEATURES ]
•
•
•
•
•

Up to 120 fingerprints on Bio version
Backup override key
Secure, pry-resistant fittings
20-gauge steel construction
1,500-lb test security cable (included)

LOYAL CUSTOMER
“When my luggage was stolen,
I was certain my gun and
passport would be missing
too, but when they found my
luggage destroyed, my items
were behind my safe.”

Weight

Key lock
override

MV 500

Over 12 million user
selectable access codes

Built in computer blocks access after
repeated invalid keypad entries

Franklin J.
Washington, D.C.

Model

The soft foam interior protects
your valuables from damage
and prevents rattling

External Dimensions
(H x W x D)*

Internal Dimensions
(H x W x D)*

Power Supply

Access

Backup
Override Key

California DOJ
Approved

Zerust®
Included

MICROVAULT®
MV 500

4 lbs

2 ½" x 11" x 8 ½"

2" x 10 ¾" x 6 ½"

One 9V Battery

Digital

Yes

Yes

Yes

MVB 500

4 lbs

2 ½" x 11" x 8 ½"

2" x 10 ¾" x 6 ½"

One 9V Battery

Biometric

Yes

Yes

Yes

GUNVAULT’S EXCLUSIVE 5 YEAR WARRANTY FOR FIRE & BURGLARY
We offer an exclusive 5 year warranty on our safes to give you the peace of mind of the
highest quality gun safe to secure your most valuable possessions.
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*DIMENSIONS ARE FOR REFERENCE ONLY.

NV 300 model features
a three-number
combination lock

NV 300

THE ULTIMATE IN
CONCEALED SECURITY
Tuck away your valuables and take
them with you in a NanoVault®.
Available in two sizes with two lock
options, every NanoVault® meets
TSA airline guidelines.

NanoVault® is supplied with a
1,500-lb test security cable
18-gauge
steel housing

High-strength lock mechanism
outmuscles prying and hand tools

NANOVAULT

[ FEATURES ]

®

• 1,500-lb test security cable (included)
• Protective foam-lined interior
• 18-gauge (NV 300 and 200)
or 20-gauge (NV 100) steel
construction
SECURITY TIP

LOCATION OF YOUR GUN

NV 200

THE NANOVAULT® 200 sports the same interior dimensions as the
NanoVault® 300, but features an easy-to-operate key-lock system.

Model

Weight

NV 100

A firearm doesn’t offer any protection
if it’s not accessible, so planning the
location of your GunVault(s) is a critical
step. Think through your daily schedule,
habits and routines, and make a plan
for the intelligent placement of firearms
throughout your property. Once you know
the places you need to keep a firearm,
selecting the right model is easy.
Security tip brought to you by:

THE NANOVAULT® 100 is the most compact vault available, equipped
exclusively with key-lock access.

External Dimensions
(H x W x D)*

Internal Dimensions
(H x W x D)*

Power Supply

Access

TSA
Approved

Zerust®
Included

NANOVAULT®
NV 100

2 lbs

1 4⁄5 " x 6" x 8 ¼"

1 ½" x 5 ¾" x 8"

N/A

Key

Yes

No

NV 200

3 lbs

2" x 6 ½" x 9 ½"

1 ½" x 6 ¼" x 9 ¼"

N/A

Key

Yes

No

NV 300

3 lbs

2 ¼" x 6 ½" x 9 ½"

1 ½" x 6 ¼" x 9 ¼"

N/A

Combination

Yes

No

“It’s the perfect security
solution for concealed
weapon permit holders”

SECURE YOUR GUNVAULT® ON THE GO [SECURITY CABLE]
Secure your GunVault® in almost any setting by looping the Security Cable around any fixed item
like a pipe or bed frame. It provides ideal versatility for homes, RVs, automobiles, offices or hotels.
*DIMENSIONS ARE FOR REFERENCE ONLY.
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TACTICAL SOLUTIONS

Loyal Customer
“I was able to open my
GunVault® and have my
weapon in hand before
he was able to break into
my home.”
Audrey D.

Camarillo, CA
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ARVAULT

®

MOUNTED SECURITY
FOR YOUR AR RIFLE
With a unique hinged-steel housing,
the ARVault® clamps around your
gun for mountable protection of
your rifle. Reliable protection from a
tamper-resistant door and No-Eyes®
digital or biometric keypad means
you can tuck it out of the way,
knowing unauthorized users will
never have access.

Stores and recognizes up to
120 unique fingerprints with
GunVault Bio® Technology

16-gauge
steel housing

[ FEATURES ]
• Up to 120 fingerprints on Bio version
• Tamper-resistant door
• Precisely fitted for standard
AR-style rifles
• Predrilled holes for wall mounting
• 16-gauge steel construction

AVB 1000
Keep safe your standard AR-15
pattern rifle with a Delta Ring
forearm attachment

Mounts discreetly in most
closets for quick access

NOTE: *ALL PHOTOGRAPHS, DESCRIPTIONS AND OTHER INFORMATION IN THIS CATALOG ARE PURELY INDICATIVE. PRODUCTS MAY VARY FROM THOSE DEPICTED, AND GUNVAULT® RESERVES THE RIGHT TO MODIFY, CHANGE
OR DISCONTINUE PRODUCTS, PRICING OR FEATURES AT ANY TIME WITHOUT PRIOR NOTICE. SPECIFICATIONS ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE.

Model

Weight

External Dimensions
(H x W x D)*

Internal Dimensions
(H x W x D)*

Power Supply

Access

Backup
Override Key

California DOJ
Approved

Zerust®
Included

ARVAULT®
AV 1000

7.8 lbs

3 ¾" x 10 5⁄8 " x 12"

3 ½" x 10 3⁄8 " x 11¾"

One 9V Battery

Digital

Yes

Yes

Yes

AVB 1000

7.8 lbs

3 ½" x 10 3⁄8 " x 11 ¾"

3 ½" x 10 3⁄8 " x 11¾"

One 9V Battery

Biometric

Yes

Yes

Yes

GUNVAULT’S EXCLUSIVE 5 YEAR WARRANTY FOR FIRE & BURGLARY
We offer an exclusive 5 year warranty on our safes to give you the peace of mind of the
highest quality gun safe to secure your most valuable possessions.
*DIMENSIONS ARE FOR REFERENCE ONLY.
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TACVAULT
TACTICAL SECURITY AT
HOME IN TIGHT SPACES

Holds up to 10 fingerprints
for quick access

If you rely on AR rifles for home or
personal security, the TacVault™
is designed for you.

14-gauge body
12-gauge door

Available with
digital keypad

[ FEATURES ]
• Two AR-style rifles with a 30-round
magazine tactical or tactical shotguns
• 14-gauge steel body
• Predrilled holes for floor mounting

™

Built in computer blocks access
after repeated invalid keypad
entries

MAGVAULT

™

REVOLUTIONARY
PROTECTION
A compact and highly-affordable
new way to keep your AR rifle secure.

Extremely durable
glass-reinforced nylon
Easy to use
key lock

[ FEATURES ]
• Interior hardened steel plate makes
cutting nearly impossible
• Fits most .223/ 5.56 AR carbine rifles
• Easy-to-operate key lock system

Model

Weight

External Dimensions
(H x W x D)*

Lock mechanism

Internal Dimensions
(H x W x D)*

Power Supply

Access

Backup
Override Key

California DOJ
Approved

Zerust®
Included

TACVAULT™ / MAGVAULT™
TV 4810

90 lbs

48" x 10" x 17"

47 1⁄4" x 9 ¾" x 14"

One 9V Battery

Digital

No

Yes

No

TVB 4810

90 lbs

48" x 10" x 17"

47 1⁄4" x 9 ¾" x 14"

One 9V Battery

Biometric

No

Yes

No

AR-01

1 lbs

7 1⁄4"x 5" x 1 1⁄4"

N/A

N/A

Key

N/A

Yes

N/A

GUNVAULT’S EXCLUSIVE 5 YEAR WARRANTY FOR FIRE & BURGLARY
We offer an exclusive 5 year warranty on our safes to give you the peace of mind of the
highest quality gun safe to secure your most valuable possessions.
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*DIMENSIONS ARE FOR REFERENCE ONLY.

Our customer has a need to access their firearm quickly, yet restrict its access securely.
Our product will deliver those needs with Quality and Innovation.

In the Home or Office

CannonSafe.com

On the Go

800-222-1055 |

GunVault.com

Tactical Solutions

CannonSecurityProducts.com

